Our Central focus is you!

Chazz and Juliano's collaborative passions through The Human Element Passage are the producers and creators of the Life-Mastery Drum-Circle. Our collective philosophy is simple: “We place attention on the PRESENT to be in the moment!” We exist to inspire and empower individuals and organizations to find their higher selves, by looking and feeling a little deeper to create action! That's why we place you as the central focus of our work! we create circles for you to connect with what is around you! Your questions are important to us and we strongly encourage you to come experience the spaces we are creating with our community. To learn how to advance your Life Mastery opportunities you are encouraged to contact us at 714-345-3451.

How we connect you and plug you in

After participating in the Life-Mastery Drum-Circle, Introduction and Invitation, reviewing our materials, presentations and forums your next impression should be crystal clear. “How do become part of the circle?” We offer opportunities to join the as student, seeker up to an ambassador for your areas, cities, business or personal development. Life-Mastery participants who purchase our educational programs will have access to many techniques which have brought success to those who participate, practice and become involved. However, we do not guarantee your transformation based upon the content we cannot control your GANAS instead be provide pathways to success. In the 10 years of teaching Life-Mastery and my 18 years of study those who apply, practice and live the life style obtain results. This is not a diet but a Life Style to successful performance and choices. Practice and behavior provide opportunity and understanding as educators we do not make diagnosis claims based on the research and tools; Instead we provide support and resources.

We do not sell Happiness or Success in a box we encourage you to seek it and apply the tools and resources we offer. You should rethink joining this if that is your expectation, instead you should become involved with the understanding that life is a journey and we are responsible for our actions. As Facilitators, Educators, Counselors and Coaches we take time, effort to apply best practices to advance your development and outcomes. Also we do not offer any legal advice prior to undertaking any Life-Mastery Programs look deep inside, hear your feelings, thoughts and emotions to evaluate if you're ready... we’re ready for you! Are you ready to be part of circles of success? Call 714-345-3451 to schedule a one-on-one to dive deeper and prepare for your journey! Life is not a destination, it’s a journey!

Survey results by students and participants (year one)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal Development</th>
<th>One-on-One coaching</th>
<th>Inner Circle Connectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Transformation</td>
<td>Balance in Life</td>
<td>Subject Matter Experts Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand Comfort Zone</td>
<td>Networking Opportunities</td>
<td>Strategic Plan Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These survey results were compiled over a 16-month. From the research of The Human Element PASSAGE, co-ops and affiliated partners and audited by a third party. Attendees of the workshops were included in the satisfaction of the survey results. Services are created and produced by The Human Element Passage. We provide educational services and training we do not sell business opportunities audit results are updated annually for more specific information regarding surveys and students’ successes please contact 714-345-3451.
Welcome!

Here's what will happen at our gathering today...

Amigos,

Congrats on making time to be with us for this experience. You will be playing, creating and being in the moment, something we should do more often. Your participation will be refreshing, fun and influenced by your actions.

This experience will allow you to tap into many things... we will focus on personal vibes, connections and intentions to bring us together and grow both as one and also as a group.

Outcomes of our time together:

- you will smile three times
- you will be in the moment
- you will play
- you will do things independently and support others
- you will learn you are an artist

Juliano Jarquin

Juliano is a well-known educator of the SELA Region and trainer throughout the world. He has worked with numerous Universities, States, Chambers, Non-profits, Academic Institutions and Local Communities. Juliano is perhaps best known for not being in the box or out of the box instead “Being in the Present”. Many say he’s everywhere and that true Life is everywhere, just gotta live it. Juliano frequently says “Life is his Work, and Work is his Life”. As a behaviorist Juliano pays attention to actions toward success to ensure solutions are achieving through connectedness and collectiveness.

For more than 20 years Juliano has educated people from many different backgrounds how to achieve success. Juliano is a native of LA and resident of the SELA Region who shares Fundamentals of Think and Grow Rich, End in Mind Practices, Psychology and Tribal Ways for transportation to transformation. The Human Element Passage (His Non Profit) provides avenues to grow and advance one’s journey of life and the bottom lines of business.

Now that you’re here, in a safe circle, kick back, relax and play! We will share unique real life experiences to create practical experiences to grow! Again congratulations on joining us, get ready to bang the drum and have fun!